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In this catalogue, Qr code technology brings print and new media artworks together.  The SCAN 2Go
exhibition pushes the conventions of the familiar printed art catalog by using Qr codes as the interface for 
media artworks presented on the ephemeral screen of smart phones and electronic notebooks. each artwork 
is hosted on a website transforming the catalogue into an interface.

A bit of history… Qr (quick response) code was created in 1994 to track vehicles during the manufactur-
ing process. It made the jump into advertising, marketing, and anywhere that more information was needed 
or desired. For some visual and conceptual artists, it is being put to use in the development of locative media 
artworks to be viewed as part of site-specific work. 

In recent decades, catalogues for art exhibitions have become the most comprehensive source for new subject
areas and are often more detailed than collections of the artworks. The SCAN 2Go exhibition catalogue of Qr 
codes is a collection of paper-based hyperlinks that will connect and display artworks that artists have linked 
for you to view on your smart phone. It is an accessible way to see media art content with the intimacy of the 
cell phone interface. The artists included in this exhibition will periodically post new artworks for one year 
using the same Qr code. The exhibition will change at least two more times before our next CAA conference 
in 2013. 

The services to Artists Committee of the College Art Association has sponsored SCAN 2Go, an exhibition 
catalog of media artworks by 28 artists. working together with Gail rubini and Mat rappaport, members of 
the media artist collective, v1b3, CAA has created a new space and method to exhibit and experience media 
based visual artworks. 
__________________________

To see the artwork you must scan the Qr code with a smart phone camera.
First, find a scanning app for your smart phone. Open the scanning app and use the camera lens on your 
phone to focus on the code. The app will process the code and automatically open the content linked to the 
code. The phone must be able to access the Internet to display the content. 

Conrad Gleber



Imagine yourself with an exhibition catalogue in your hand, an object constructed of paper and ink and glue, like 
any other book. But, as you turn the pages, instead of finding a series of photographs documenting artworks 
that have been shown at another place in another time, you find that what you are seeing is the exhibition itself, 
or perhaps an entrance to an exhibition that is distributed across a network of webpages. Instead of photo-
graphs you see pages of checkerboard boxes known as Qr codes, which, read by your mobile device, transport 
you to a website, the location of the artwork in question. You find as you navigate this catalog not only that you 
are transitioning constantly between places, real and virtual, but that you are engaging an array of artworks that 
address the notion of transition, of shifting between place, time, media, and various experiential modalities.

A collaboration between the College Art Association and the curatorial collective v1b3, SCAN 2Go is a cata-
log project that gathers work from 27 artists, each of whom is assigned a Qr code that links to a particular 
artwork online.  The artwork linked by the code will change at least two more times, providing for an ongoing, 
dynamic reengineering of the typical experience of an exhibition catalog.
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The pieces in this catalog treat the built, natural and social environment in terms of their operations as transi-
tional zones. The boundaries between nature and city, between the situated present and the displacements of 
dreams, between the here and elsewhere, are explored and disrupted. The Qr code provides a gateway or portal, 
facilitating border crossings. when the threshold of the viewer’s presence in time and space is crossed, via the 
Qr bridge, a variety of encounters reveal themselves, each taking a particular approach to the notions of site and 
transitions between sites. Location, in these pieces, becomes unstable, subject to flux or sudden shifts between 
spaces. In some cases, viewers of these pieces find themselves occupying multiple places simultaneously, or find 
themselves absent from documented events. 

Transitions between sites and transitions between states become governing principles of these works, pathways 
into this collection of otherwise disparate objects, events, and processes. Movement through and between places 
becomes a recurring theme as one navigates the collection, mobile device in hand. The curatorial strategy for this 
dynamic, nomadic exhibition facilitates the experience of serial transitioning, both within and between works, 
between media, between the physical object of the catalogue and the networked vistas to which its Qr codes 
link us. This exhibition also works to create a notion of social sitedness through its inauguration of a “virtual 
residency” within a private Facebook group.  As the artists work on the project over the course of a year, this 
residency will foster a sense of community, a site of provocation and interaction, though its participants are scat-
tered across various physical locations.

As each artist will link three separate projects successively to the Qr code during the year, the project itself pro-
vokes revisitation, lingering, an experience of a project that is not only organized serially but also in its variegated 
contents and contexts insists on shift, flux, and change. The project is nomadic, portable, just as the devices used 
to transport the viewer from catalog to artwork are also mobile. Instead of site-specificity, in which an artwork 
is built with attention to the particular features of its location, these works become fundamentally itinerant; the 
site or sites in which this collection is experienced by the user will inform and be informed by its sudden trans-
formation into a space of exhibition, a location for the display of artworks, which are themselves attendant to the 
phenomenon of transformation.

Meredith Hoy
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